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Synopsis

Eyeing 22200 
support and look for 

further highs.

Index has showed 
some weakness from 

highs.

Nifty Mid Cap –
Top of the band.

Make note of alternate in 
Nifty.

Maintain strict SL 
for longs
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Any violation of support 
would lead to trouble for 

upside targets .

Northern Doji on 
Monthly chart –

possible reversal.

Trend is up, move 
with stoploss.

.

Nifty 500 – again at 
resistance, is 

breakout possible? .

Small cap- Now 
Mid cap’s cousin.



Doji on Monthly

Index has formed a northern doji candlestick pattern on
monthly chart - which may be a reversal sign.

Index has registered a new record high; from there it has
witnessed profit booking.

Move above 22783 would lead a further up move towards

Tussle 
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The level of 22200 would act as a reversal level of the
prevailing bullish setup.

Move above 22783 would lead a further up move towards
23200 levels.

Continue the bullish stance towards 23200. And maintain
stoploss of 22200. On any break below 22200 Nifty would
drift further down to 21777.



Index again witnessed a profit booking from 22783 and
showed minor weakness.

As per preferred wave count, now Nifty is in progress of
new rising leg i.e. “Wave e of e of (C)”. It has already
attained the targets but still is in favor of bulls.

Low Fuel

Watch 22200
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Be with the trend as long as it does not reverse. Since it
could be a last leg, next corrective leg could be very sharp.
Keep stop losses mentioned on the previous page.

Minor “wave e of e” has a chance to test 138.2%
projection of “wave c & d” which are placed at 22775 and
23200 levels.



Index reacted down from record highs and channel
resistance.

There is a chance of a breakout but index is still showing
weakness exactly from resistance. RSI is placed with a
negative note.

Nifty 500

Is breakout possible ?
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negative note.



Index moved up sharply and is showing minor weakness
from upper Bollinger band.

Though band is resisting the index, the band may extend
after some cool off.

Nifty Mid Cap

Top of the band
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Nifty Small Cap

Nifty small cap has formed back to back two bear candles
on daily chart at resistance.

Now smallcap index would follow the mid cap index in
coming days.

Uptrend remains intact on both mid & small cap space so

Midcap’s cousin
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Uptrend remains intact on both mid & small cap space so
we could watch how both index reacts.



One can say index has attained fair possible targets even
it has moved above previous swing highs.

It is too early to say but if index slides down below
reversal level of 22200 then safe to say that top has been
formed at recent record high and we may see selloffs.

Nifty Alternate Wave Count 

Fair possible count 
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and should consult their own advisors to determine merits and risks of such investment. The information and opinions contained herein 
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from, or perform broking, or other services for, any company mentioned in this mail and/or its attachments. 



HSL and its affiliated company(ies), their directors and employees may; (a) from time to time, have a long or short position in, and buy or 
sell the securities of the company(ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn 
brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company(ies) discussed herein or act as an 
advisor or lender/borrower to such company(ies) or may have any other potential conflict of interests with respect to any recommendation 
and other related information and opinions. 
HSL, its directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, financial or otherwise, of the losses or the damages sustained due 
to the investments made or any action taken on basis of this report, including but not restricted to, fluctuation in the prices of shares and 
bonds, changes in the currency rates, diminution in the NAVs, reduction in the dividend or income, etc. 
HSL and other group companies, its directors, associates, employees may have various positions in any of the stocks, securities and 
financial instruments dealt in the report, or may make sell or purchase or other deals in these securities from time to time or may deal in 
other securities of the companies / organizations described in this report. As regards the associates of HSL please refer the website.
HSL or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been 
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